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Mundane Astrology is a specialized area concerned with the application of astrological knowledge and 

techniques to the larger groups i.e., cities, states, nations and money markets. It is particularly involved in the 

analysis of lunations, eclipses, synodic conjunctions and planetary cycles as they depict world wide trends affecting 

everyone. 

Mundane Astrology deals with the effect of Planets, Signs and Stars and Nations, Cities on the world events 

such as Natural calamities, Earth Quakes, Wars. Corporate and Financial Astrology dealing with the effects on 

Corporations, Institutions, Stock Markets. This branch of Corporate and Financial Astrology has not been developed 

in India. 

In Mundane Astrology, different Countries have different Lagnas. Brihat Samhitha has some information 

about formation of Lagnas to different countries. Still lot of research is to be carried. Planetary impact on Natal 

Ascendants is Mundane Astrology. Planetary transits in different signs and studying the results pertaining to those 

is Mundane Astrology. 

Such study is also required on Bhavas and Pinetary Aspects. Such comprehensive study indicates Mundane 

Astrology. Westners have identified Capricorn as Natal Lagna for India! Lia Based on Koorma Chakra mentioned 

in Brihat Samhitha various parts of Bharat are indicated by Stars. 

However, Changes have to be examined as the same geographical conditions are not prevailing now. 

The Bhava Karakatwa (Signification) of a nation are a specialized one as compared to the that of an 

Individual. These should be identified differently. Similarly, the Rasi and Graha Karakatwas and their combinations 

of different Yogas. Lagna plays vital role while judging the results especially the strength of Jupiter and Saturn. 

Eclipses when observed Drekkana wise and Rasi wise minute results can be observed. 

Financial and Economic affairs cannot escape the influence of celestial bodies. India has mothered Astrology, 

yet the commercial astrology has not got the requires is not followed attention of researchers and there is a lot of 

scope for research and sustained study, especially in the area of stock exchanges and stock markets which have 

started operating in India quite late as compared to other developed countries in the world. Commercial Astrology 

is therefore. 

One of the most useful branches of Mundane Astrology which is based on the classical principles of natal 

astrology. Simple principles of astrology give astonishing results in commercial astrology. 

The planets signify all the matters. A commodity, at times is rules by two or more planets. 

In addition the same commodity is influenced by multiple factors like signs, stars and their Lords.  
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In order to derive subtle results, all these influences have to be taken into account without ignoring any of 

them. 

The supply and damaged is the basic economic phenomenon which brings ups and downs in the prices of 

any commodity or stock. Reasons for increase in supply or demand can be linked to planetary. 

Configurations which in turn enables astrologers to forecast price movements. Broadly speaking, influence 

of Jupiter shows environment of plenty and prosperity and it could depress prices. 

On the other hand, Saturn’s influence causes shortages, famine like conditions and in turn appreciates the 

prices of all commodities under the influence. Likewise, the other malefic planets viz., Mars, Sun, Waning tune do 

bring rise in the items signified by them. The fluctuations often render contrary effects in the stock market 

There is a need to develop this branch to extend the benefit of this divine Indian science to the Corporate 

Sector, which contributes immensely to the National Exchequer by way of taxes and which provides employment 

to millions of people. Hence, there is every need to popularize this branch of astrology. Foreigners have recognized 

the importance of astrology in business. 

J.P.Morgan a prominent investment banker opines “Anybody can become a millionaire, but to become a 

billionaire, one need astrology”. Famous personalities such as Newton, Pythagoras, Ptolemy, W.Gann have 

recognized astrology as a sciences. 

Corporations are artificial judicial persons coming into existence on a particular day. Hence, horoscope can 

be cast for organizations and then for future can be predicted using the principles of astrology. Principles of 

Muhurtha can be applied for appropriate day and time for creation of entities to derive the benefits of auspicious 

time through astrology. Astrological guidance is taken for celebrating important events in one’s life such as marriage, 

starting a new house, entering a new house, etc., But, generally this is not followed by corporates for very important 

events in their organizations like formation of companies, commencement of business production entering into 

agreements and meetings, appointments, recruitments, borrowing and lending of funds, floating public issues. 

A simple astrological rule that monies should not be borrowed on Tuesdays, should not be lent on 

Wednesdays and repayments of debts on Tuesdays quickly clears off the liabilities means a lot in mundane Financial 

Astrology and management and also parting with money on certain constellations is prohibited as it is not likely to 

come back! 

There is a need for lot of research in this area to corroborate the principles of astrology with successful and 

unsuccessful companies unlike the human beings where the day and time of birth is usually not under control, in the 

case of corporate an appropriate muhurtha (auspicious time) can fixed to create successful companies. It has been 

observed that several successful companies were incorporated on auspicious days (astrologically!) and important 

decisions taken on auspicious days (knowingly or unknowingly!). A fraud of “Satyam” nature can be avoided!! 

When this subject is accepted and allowed by corporates, our companies would be able to organize their 

affairs better as ‘time’ is the essence of everything! Astrologers would become part of corporate team like Lawyers, 

Auditors, Management Consultants! 
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Hope companies would come out of the inhibition regarding the use of astrology and accept this as a devie 

science. When such a day comes (which is not far away) we the fraternity of astrologers should be ready for the 

challenge, hence the need of the hour is to promote research in this field.  
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